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h 78-1/4" x w 48" x d 33" (One piece unit)

h 78-1/4" x w 48" x d 33" (Two piece unit)

Standard threshold height: 4"

Centre drain

165 lb / 75 kg
(Weight may vary by options and configuration of unit)

SC1648
48" one piece domeless acrylic shower

SC1642
48" two piece renovation-friendly domeless acrylic shower

Compliance Certifications meet or exceed 
the following specifications:

 - CAN/CSA B651-04 2006 Barrier Free
 - CAN/ULC - S102.2 - M88 Flame Spread 

FRP laminate rating
 - B45.5-11/IAPMO Z124-2011

For general information purposes only and may contain optional equipment and/or configurations.  Please consult your wholesaler, sales associate or 
Longevity Acrylics Inc. to obtain current dimensions, specifications, guidelines, options and prices which are available thru Longevity Acrylics Inc current 
Price Book. Dimensions of fixtures are nominal and may vary +/- 1/2" (12 mm) - Optional equipment, specifications and measurements are subject to change 
at manufacturers discretion. Position and size of deck mounted faucets vary - ensure proper fitment before installing any deck mounted faucets on any 
bathing fixture. Unless otherwise specified, the option and grab bar positioning is pre-determined by the seat location. Repositioning the grab bar or seat 
outside of the compliant zones render the unit no longer compliant. Consult code regulations. Warning: Due to possible water spillage between the lip of the 
shower and the curtain, Longevity Acrylics recommends the installation of a floor drain outside the unit, in rooms where the units will be installed.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

 - High quality, non-porous acrylic surface is easy to clean, germ and 
residue free

 - Superior strength and weight designed for institutional and special 
care applications

 - Factory installed knurled finish, stainless steel grab bars (3) for 
safety and ease of shower entry

 - Available with moulded left seat, right seat or no seat
 - Front ledge with drip lip
 - Reinforced shower base provides added strength to unit
 - Quality 2”/51 mm ABS drain with stainless steel strainer
 - Self draining soap dishes/shelves
 - Designed to be installed on the existing sub-floor
 - Can be customized with a wide range of accessories and options

A : 24-1/2" 622 mm

B : 53-1/2" 1359 mm

B
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Two and three piece
bathware sections



SC1648
48" one piece domeless acrylic shower

SC1642
48" two piece renovation-friendly domeless acrylic shower

Model Description

SC1648
LS/RS/NS

 - Description: 48" domeless acrylic shower
 - Standard Colour: white
 - Fearures: 3 stainless steel grab bars 
(knurled)

 - Threshold Height: 4"
 - Assembly: 1 pc. construction
 - Drain Location: centre drain
 - Moulded Seat: no seat, left seat or right seat
 - Not suitable for door application

Model Description

SC1642
LS/RS/NS

 - Description: 48" domeless acrylic shower
 - Standard Colour: white
 - Fearures: 3 stainless steel grab bars 
(knurled)

 - Threshold Height: 4"
 - Assembly: 2 pc. construction
 - Drain Location: centre drain
 - Moulded Seat: no seat, left seat or right seat
 - Not suitable for door application

OPTIONS

Option Description

COLOURS 

Standard Bone - Biscuit

Premium Ice Grey - Black - Sandbar

SEATS 

63-PA1451801 18" x 14-1/2" Jr. Fold Down Seat RECTANGLE (White Padded)

63-PH1451801 18" x 14-1/2" Jr. Fold Down Seat RECTANGLE (White Phenolic)

63-PH14518515 18" x 14-1/2" Jr. Fold Down Seat RECTANGLE (Woodgrain Phenolic)

CW-HEAT-SHOWER SEAT Comfortwarm Heating Pad™/Chrome Keypad/Control with Transflo/ 10" x 12" 20 watt pad for moulded shower seat

GRAB BARS 

DB-18-SK Dependa-Bar™ 18"/46cm, Knurled factory installed

SHOWER DRAINS 

Round Serenity Brass Shower Drain Infinity Style

Round Symphony Brass Shower Drain Grate Style with removal hair trap

WD RUBBER

Grey Water Stopper Kit complete with Large Radius End Caps


